Thermaco Incorporated
POSITION DESCRIPTION
Position Title: Production Technician
I.
POSITION SUMMARY
We are seeking a motivated and experienced Production Technician to manufacture quality
products for Thermaco customers. A successful Production Technician will increase production
capacity, reduce product costs, and increase product quality through light assembly, quality
testing, shipping, receiving, inventory management, and facility maintenance. He or she works
as a member of an industrious Production Team on daily production tasks and frequent process
improvement projects.
The ideal candidate demonstrates a strong work ethic, problem solving capabilities, excellent
organization skills, and comfort using tools to accomplish work and increase efficiency. This is
an entry-level position that provides opportunities for continued education and growth. He or
she must be capable of frequent task-switching and enjoy working with people from diverse
backgrounds.
II.
ABOUT THERMACO
Thermaco® creates technology for removing pollutants generated from our modern lifestyles
and preserves the world’s wastewater infrastructure for the future. Fats, oils, and grease (FOG)
are harmful commercial and institutional kitchen byproducts causing sewer blockages if
untreated. Through the products we make and market, Big Dipper® Automatic Grease Traps
and Trapzilla® Supercapacity Grease Interceptors, we help restaurants and communities treat
their kitchen waste in a responsible and efficient manner.
Join our team, make a difference, enjoy what you do, and help build an environmentally
sustainable future!
III.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Light assembly, materials movement, quality testing, packaging, preparation for shipping
finished products, processes documentation, and production data entry.
2. Diagnosing product and customer issues experienced in the field of returned
products. Repair and reconditioning of a limited quantity of returned products for
resale.
3. Identifying problems with supplier-manufactured components, determining root causes,
developing solutions to fix problems, and executing solutions, either through re-work at
Thermaco or communicating a process improvement change at the supplier.
4. Ensuring reporting and communications are frequent and bi-directional.
5. Assisting engineering staff with field experiments of prototype and finished products.
6. Monitoring and maintaining of facility plant and equipment.

Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the
essential functions.
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IV.
SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY
This position has no supervisory responsibilities.
V.
•

VI.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS & TRAVEL
Works in a manufacturing plant environment. Must be capable of lifting at least 70 lbs to
waist height, carrying this load a short distance, and lowering it into packaging. Sight,
hearing, speech and written communication capabilities sufficient to interact well with
individuals and groups. Responsible for working in a safe manner.
REQUIRED EDUCATION & EXPERIENCE
1. High School Diploma or GED required. Post High School technical training or equivalent
experience in a related trade desired.
2. Forklift operating experience desired. Training will be provided.
3. Basic computer skills required.

IX.
OTHER DUTIES
Please note this job description is not designed to cover or contain a comprehensive listing of
activities, duties or responsibilities that are required of the employee for this job. Duties,
responsibilities and activities may change at any time with or without notice.
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